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"[T]he remarkable poet Bill Knott is not the type to win prizes, become the 
pet of academic critics or cultivate acolytes. But this thorny genius has added 
to the art of poetry." —Robert Pinsky, Washington Post, 2005 
"For the past thirty-five years Bill Knott has shown himself to be one of our 
very best poets and perhaps the most original. . . . I think he is one of the few 
poets of my generation who will remain with us."  —Stephen Dobyns, 
Harvard Review (Spring 2002) 
"Bill Knott is a meld between Gerard Manley Hopkins and MTV, producing 
poems with the former's violent beauty and the latter's largely ironic 
postmodern presence." —Mary Jo Bang, Lingua Franca (May 2000) 
"Knott was an incredibly important poet to me and still is; I think Bill Knott 
is a genius and probably the least known great poet in America. It's really 
kind of pathetic that he's not as well known as he was even thirty years ago 
because he's even better now." —Thomas Lux, The Cortland Review 
(August 1999) 
“Bill Knott is one of the best poets writing in America.  Without question, he 
is the most original.” —Kurt Brown, Harvard Review (Spring 1999) 
"Bill Knott is a genius." —Tom Andrews, Ohio Review (1997) 
“It is no accident that the major British and American poets of the 19th and 
20th century were outsiders.  .  .  .  The most original poet of my generation, 
Bill Knott, is also the greatest outsider.” —Stephen Dobyns, AWP Chronicle 
(1995) 
“Bill Knott is the secret hero of a lot of poets. . . . [P]oets who differ radically 
from Knott look to his work for the shock of recognizing themselves.” —
David Kirby, American Book Review (1991) 
“Bill Knott’s poems . . . are the poems Beckett’s Gogo would write if he were 
among us.” —Sharon Dunn, Massachusetts Review (1990) 
“[Knott’s ‘Poems 1963-1988’ is] a powerful and original book, a record of 
one of the most disturbing imaginations of our times.  Few people can create 
a world so completely and concisely as Knott does time and time again.” —
Kevin Hart, Overland (1990) 
“Knott is no parlor poet.  His work is the most sharply original of any poet in 
his generation.” —Jim Elledge, Booklist (1989) 
“Among people who know his work, Bill Knott is regarded as one of the 
most original voices in American poetry.” —Charles Simic, blurb for Poems 
1963-1988 (1989) 
“Knott sets up principles far outside most of those we know, and he always 
writes up to and beyond those standards.”  —Sandra McPherson, blurb for 
Outremer (1989) 
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“Bill Knott is an American original.  No one else could have imagined what 
James Wright once referred to as Bill Knott’s ‘indispensable poems.’”  —
Stuart Dischell, Harvard Book Review (1989) 
“I think Bill Knott is the best poet in America right now.” —Thomas Lux, 
Emerson Review (1983) 
“Bill Knott’s first book, ‘The Naomi Poems,’ published in 1968, established 
him instantaneously as one of the finest poets in America.  Subsequent 
publications deepened and reinforced that reputation." —Andrei Codrescu, 
The Baltimore Sun (1983) 
“[Knott’s poems are] shrouded almost always in the glaring and polluted light 
William Burroughs foresaw with such brilliance in ‘Naked Lunch.’  In fact, 
Knott, Poet of Interzone, is the poet Burroughs seemed to call for in his 
seminal novel. . . . Knott is one of a handful of original poets working today.  
His genius suits the times better than any poet I’ve read . . .”   —Robert 
Peters, Los Angeles Times (1983) 
“With the death of Berryman, Knott seems to me to be the chief 
embodiment in language today of Mallarmé’s spirit. . . " —John Vernon, 
Western Humanities Review (1976) 
“. . . Knott's originality as a poet: he is absurd and classical and surrealist all at 
once.  A marvelously impossible animal.” —Paul Zweig, Contemporary 
Poetry in America (1974) 
“At his best, Knott is a kind of surreal classicist. . . . He is already a 
formidable poet.” —Karl Malkoff, Crowell’s Handbook of Contemporary 
American Poetry (1974) 
“[Knott’s] images are astonishing.  Whatever you may think of Knott’s 
poems, they have not been written before by anyone else. . . . Poetry such as 
this strikes me as extending our awareness." —Louis Simpson, New York 
Times Book Review (1969) 
“Bill Knott is one of the most remarkable poets to appear since James Wright 
and James Dickey.”  —Ralph J. Mills, Jr., Poetry (1969) 
 “I think [Bill Knott] is one of the best poets I know.” —James Wright, blurb 
for The Naomi Poems (1968) 
“I think the most significant group of young poets are those published in 
Choice and The Sixties, and the most impressive of these is certainly William 
Knott.”  —Kenneth Rexroth, Harper’s Magazine (June 1965) 
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copyright 2009 by Bill Knott 
 
 
 
The poems in this book are fictional.   
Names, characters, places and incidents  
are either the product of the author’s  
imagination or are used ficticiously.  Any  
resemblance to actual events, locales or  
persons, living or dead, is entirely  
coincidental. 
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INTRO NOTE 
 
 
 * 
Like many poets I have used metaphors and 
imagery from the visual arts in the course of my 
verse, 
 
but the poems selected here are particularly 
involved with, are rather more concerned with, 
them—  
 
whether directly as subject matter or in thematic 
enframement— 
 
 
* 
The order of the poems is random.  
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A BACON 
 
An oval invested with teeth; 
the brief orifice of a head 
thread-melted through its tweedboned coat, 
half throatway down a sundial drowned 
 
with chalk-caul runes for avoiding 
such rains: though of course the chew maw 
that crowns this gnome with no likeness 
also barks forth a white porkdrip, 
 
unsustenance for those of us 
who seek a resemblance here: see  
how the magician longs to saw     
the swordswallower in half.  Now  
 
this facial Francis finds our mouth; 
hell toppled by its wells without. 
 
 
 
Note:   
not an ekphrastic re one canvas in particular, but a 
response to several of his paintings from the 1940s.  
"Figure in a Landscape" (1945), for example. 
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SALON POEM IN LEAFGRAVURE 
 
Cemetery statuary 
ought to be deciduous: wings 
that fall from angels every 
year, all the cherubs losing 
their curls, the harps their strings— 
 
Or imagine graveyards in autumn 
minus those high carved out figures: 
and not just the sculptures, 
but names, dates, epitaphs.  Each tomb 
turned into a bare limb— 
 
Each stone branch of the 'ceme-tree' 
would stand once more a slab    
the better to weather tragically 
another Dec-Jan-Feb. 
Come springtime gallery by gallery 
 
etched letter-buds could open 
that blankest bark 
where new-limned numerals would mark 
those old lives' span,    
and spranked up there above them 
 
let crosses blossom, 
the tall crosses regain 
their nailed arms.  Now all the chisel 
foliage should follow until the whole 
museum from within is risen. 
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SKETCH FOR AN ARTIST 
 
A paper lighthouse with crayon beacons 
that make visible 
a glass clinked against a waterfall 
to test the acoustics for 
a concert where we sit and watch 
a thumbprint 
howl out its whorls— 
 
I can draw things like these anytime 
but I can't write them. 
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READING THE GAPS 
 
At the Museum I go lost down a wrong corridor 
and find myself past a wrong door alone 
inside the Museum's Bomb Shelter, I know 
it's the Bomb Shelter because there's a green 
sign that says so and the paintings, the  
paintings they have hung on display here, 
confirm it.  To survive the Hiroshima pain   
they mind to hang them here.  Seeing this 
"last art" reminds me of our "first poet"— 
Archilochos, whose work survives mostly through 
fragments, through gaps, lacunae they call it.  
Here's a trans. of one, most of it's gone:  
'the fishnets lie in shadow beneath the wall'— 
But there is no shadow beneath this wall. 
And yet those fishnets (lifted) might be these 
   paintings 
I can't for life see why I can't describe—  
they're too much like a mirror, a mirror 
injected into an icicle.  Shiver-dripped shades, 
final veils smeared with three thousand 
years of Western Civ, whose megadeath sketched 
their discountenance, who stretched the nucleus  
of this decision moment of Break Glass In 
Case Of Emergency, fire-hose, ax, no, no! I can't 
 
(no stanza break) 
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desire to proffer such in violence against 
these paintings they portray my face my fate they  
hang from that time-atomized wall Archilochos 
rested against before getting back to work, 
Archilochos who, they say, earned his living 
as a mercenary, i.e. a robocop, a terminator, 
a killer, which is why he's our first poet: 
 
Later in the restaurant as usual I dip the 
wine-list into a glass of water and voila it's 
chablis/rosé because of course miracles are 
common now whereas the latter hope of living 
to read tomorrow today's lacunae isn't. 
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NOTES FROM THE MUSEUM 
 
* 
A museum is too many rooms 
where nothing can be moved; 
one is forgotten in most of them. 
 
* 
A tiptoe theater, full of shushes 
and overly-lit faces whose big 
scene seems always imminent. 
 
But if the cue is anything more 
than a coin-toss, a chance word 
from a spectator’s bypass glance, 
 
this expectation of response 
is your guess, your great stance, 
the stage you hem and haw at. 
 
* 
How the overflow of doorways 
that link all these galleries 
interrupts the paintings’ spaces, 
 
adjusting the land with lack 
and lacunae, thrusting gaps into 
the hushed square of our attention 
 
and ushering us to the question 
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of absence, that thief peering in 
on these always-without scenes. 
 
* 
Are we outside what is shown? 
Made audience, do we attend 
a pageant patient with our pauses 
 
in perception, the solipsistic 
tunnels we hug.  Why otherwise 
is there almost nowhere to sit? 
 
Isn’t it, that the viewers must 
move in order for the viewed 
to remain still.  The authorities 
 
curate these corridors with us— 
offscreen captions ape our attempts 
to evade rigidities they’d impose 
 
until our amblings became 
a Nazi lockstep across this grid 
that exists mostly to secure 
 
the screws that make sure 
the patrons’ plaques are more 
the wall than we are: hungworks 
 
belong to the victor; postwar 
reparations are a chimera— 
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this world is bolted in place. 
 
* 
Museums are for the rich: it’s just 
another way they gloat and spit 
on us, the blunt message is See 
 
twice great am I who can afford 
to both buy this hoard and I 
may also throw it away: this view zoo 
 
is what I feed the animals 
meaning you: gaze-cage where 
I nonplus you with my surplus, 
 
torture you with my morehood, 
here you must worship my worth’s 
leavings, the Picasso I pissed on 
 
before purportedly donating it 
you bet to get a big tax write 
off that really comes of course 
 
from scum like you, you pay the cost 
and the critics conspire my con: 
I own them and you and all this too. 
 
* 
The poor have no right here, 
though ostensibly it’s here 
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for us, its existence is built on 
 
our backs, our lacks of education: 
connaisseurs of crap, we’ll buy 
any crud postcard Impressionist 
 
wallpaperers provide—victims of 
fade-forgers who reign everywhere, 
enforcers of the de rigeur; their 
 
efforts to convince us this emptiness 
is otherwise, succeeds: that’s why 
nothing here can ever be touched, 
 
even a fingertip would disturb the 
dead tenuous alignment of forces 
fragility can only lament from frame 
 
to frame until the all but unshown       
collusion between donors and whore 
curators completes its scam decor. 
 
* 
Numberless our looks languish 
unable to compose their path, 
halting an inch in front of 
 
the canvas; the air is thick with 
incomplete glances, gazes that 
failed to reach these pictures, 
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overtures toward an unsatisfactory 
climax, unbridgeable the gulf, 
still impotent or frigid the mind 
 
feels confronted by these large 
garish (i.e. visible) examples of 
a wig tossed onto a TV to be 
 
a diva antenna receiving pictures 
from the Tesla Void where 
spysats orbit to catch the planet 
 
in closeup, candid depictions of our 
centimeter selves, the slimed movement 
of border sorties, incursions that 
 
violate the treaties signed by 
dignitaries retiring with a wing 
named after their Mom and Dad.  
 
* 
Though our observances are far 
from over, scalped by perspective’s 
relentless blade we wander home 
 
truant now to our other portraits, 
false to their provenance, the lands 
we lost by invading the sanctum 
 
of this museum, serene scene 
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we plebs must abhor in front of 
our lives which cannot authenticate 
 
the real exhibit: this wealth of lies 
before whose truth our face is 
forgeries; our eyes un-nude, unseen. 
 
* 
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THE SCULPTURE (to SB)   
 
We stood there nude embracing while the sculptor                   
Poked and packed some sort of glop between us                   
Molding fast all the voids the gaps that lay                    
Where we'd tried most to hold each other close                    
 
Under the merge of your breasts and my chest                 
There remained a space above the place our                        
Bellies met but soon that clay or plaster                       
Of paris or state of the art polymer                                 
 
Filled every hollow which we long to fit                   
Then we were told to kiss hug hug harder                       
And then our heat would help to harden it                       
 
We stood there fused more ways than lovers know                  
Before the sculptor tore us away                                  
Forced us to look at what had made us so whole 
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POEM 
 
two sculptors duel 
with sabers and chisels 
hacking and honing 
what they create 
will not have 
the stable emptiness of stone 
nor the ephemeral fullness 
of flesh 
like butchers playing 
chicken they slash 
a rain of rubble 
carving away the excess 
whatever crude form 
remains 
after they separate 
the parts that prevent 
them from being one 
will be 
their singular twin standing 
as they grow weak 
on lopped arms 
the tools heavier 
until finally 
less and less 
detail emerges 
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FERNAND KHNOPFF 
 
Days in the lull, gathered afternoons of it,                            
—A touch of star-decals on one's bookbag,—                          
Silence, like a vast confetti of souls, and that                        
Torporic breeze: oh how difficult                                     
 
The culling of love from our facades is.                               
Once, never to go the cling thing seemed what's                       
Sublimest.  Look at those cobwebcrobats,                                
Skittering skyward, fingerhold, nor toe- .                              
 
Deep down (in my ugh-roots) I longed to brag                          
My spiel shall deign define no July of these.                           
I'll fall chapter closed across your chest is all.                         
 
Now I am an atrocious expert; who answers                             
Every question by, "It is very simple:                                    
We must listen to Beauty with frozen ears." 
 
 
Note: 
I don't understand writers who prefer "painterly" 
painters over "literary" painters.  How can I as a 
poet place Cezanne (or Monet, Matisse, etc.) above 
Khnopff, and not be disloyal to myself?  Shouldn't 
we appreciate most those painters willing to stain 
their canvases with some of the impurities of our 
own art? 
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RODIN'S THINKER (pentasyllabics) 
 
To reduce my thought 
to none is my aim 
to spite the trite name 
that bit chisel brought 
 
me knee elbow bound 
thick fist to forehead  
pedestal posted 
niched on no good ground. 
 
Whose lost mastermaze 
holds this bastard, his 
likeness fossed steadfast 
 
in stone.  May steeples 
hoist up such pure souls 
to people their walls. 
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ON A DRAWING BY CHARLES TOMLINSON 
 
By a swath of inks the eye 
thinks it sees solidities 
which alter with the watercolor 
way his brush washes its dye 
 
in distance, though even this 
finds a faraway fixed not 
by the surveyor’s plumb but 
by the action of the thumb 
 
delaying all the fingers meant 
to draw out of the paper, 
splashed dry.  The clean grain 
 
catches what it should retain 
if enough pressure pleasure 
is applied to the stain to lie. 
 
 
Note:  
Tomlinson is not only a distinctive poet, but a 
visual artist of repute.  His graphics grace the 
covers of many of his books.  This homage 
attempts to imitate his verse style, or one of his 
verse styles. 
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THE SINGULAR (nonasyllabics) 
 
Whistlecraft aloft in the blue, birds, 
belief has assured me your choral 
enthroatments are whole and yet I spell 
them out as similar to our words— 
 
Your songs define you while mine unvoice 
my field of lieu and fail to call up 
a likeness new enough from the group 
auguring each face its fate.  The choice 
 
seems too great for me but you seem to 
flourish as flocks beyond your final 
ornifact which Braque for one pictures 
 
in wingspan style, his pursuit single 
as I used to be.  Is he more true 
tracing the tune that eludes my ears? 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
After Braque: singleness/wholeness; 
individual/group; poetry/art; etcet—? 
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TAROT PORTRAIT 
 
Peeking over the fortuneteller’s shoulder 
Won’t add a sole feature to what is there, 
What your future paints so plainly in view, 
So visible to anyone who isn’t you— 
 
Outside her djinn-lit storefront occult cave 
The streets that steered you forth to dare this brave 
Or foolish quest have failed themselves perhaps 
To escape the daily grid and find some maps 
 
Empty enough to defy place or break 
The bad odds configured still in the stake 
That never wins a hand against this known 
Charade of chance: envision it downthrown 
 
In the rows of her slow shuffle.  And no 
Hexing where you haled from or where you’ll go   
Next-lost round the dark town’s confinements 
Will augur this encounter with a sense   
 
Salient, some savor foresight of what’s cast 
To come in likeness limned at lifelong last: 
Occur by endless tics and whits to stare 
Unavoidably clear at this picture 
 
Urging you share its peer.  Here each suit unseals 
A star that arcs inward through her deals 
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Toward the tower you built to spy on 
That distant face your door-key has drawn 
 
Each time you insert it and twist it, a line 
Is incised on the canvas: each lock-wind 
Puts another brushstroke to the portrait; 
Opening her arms she frames you for it. 
 
Impersonal, of course: she has no wish 
To harm.  You thought that solitaire was 
The only game with no intent to punish 
Or hurt; thought you were safe in the menace 
 
This tarot chose: but now you see it too 
Lacks malice; its fate-cards portray as true 
Across the table only that which is due 
Or over.  How indifferently it shows 
Those oldest eyes and what they hold exposed. 
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 (MURAL) (MONDO) (NULFRESCO) 
 
In Shakespeare's Last Supper the 
disciples (you, me, all of us here) 
are depicted seated alongside where 
He stands at mid-table and grins 
down like an MC at our expressions— 
are we shown, the goblets gleaming,  
gloating as they goad us on to toast 
the centrality of this spokesperson, 
the notional character whereby 
everyone has been sketched vis-à-vis 
the honoree we can only eulogize, 
dependent as we are on His 
moodswings.  Astonished, confused 
by the ultra ups and downs of manic 
means, now we watch, we lean, we pout 
(the whole propitiatory repertoire) 
worried about our survival, inert 
(like a frozen rictus facing its fate) 
unless depression drafts and draws 
us forth the extempore pose, myth,  
puppetary projection, limned mobilary 
mosaic that apes some drab-escapist 
syndrome, imagination.  Which is why 
each evening we pray for a chance 
to cross the ditch-penny distances 
between the footlights and the fear,  
vowing to allow each guise of role 
to kill us, to raise us from the dust, to 
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guide us like magi toward summons, 
obediently steered by the stock star 
the marquee, believing our need—   
such faith could pass those deserts 
of farce to find this upper room. 
Sensing the inn beneath us seethe 
with indifference with doubt, we 
concentrate harder on His remarks 
and jokes, trying to make up for all 
the audiences who've failed this test. 
Never quite reassured by any overt  
wink of His assessing eyes into  
our ranks (are any of us missing— 
was castcall taken?), we keen forward, 
eager for our cues, nervous knowing  
that if there is error here, at a signal  
the maitre d'  will find replacements 
for this testimonial "Eucha-Roast" 
from the rabble stabled downstairs  
where the tavern yawns into its beer. 
Life is rescue from such anonymity.  
Their situation is death, is subject— 
those groundlings can never guess 
how much it crowns to end up here, 
costume-chosen, endowed by makeup 
with certitude, form, identity— 
Who wouldn't be jealous to know 
just how blessed we fictions are!   
And yet every member of our  
Dramatis Personae wonders if s/he 
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got jotted into life as whimsically  
as Emperors choose sacrificial 
victims, as any Divine Ruler or 
Hollywood Player and whether 
with a fingerflick Hamlet Portia Timon 
erased, gone, again.  This banquet— 
how many have we attended like it? 
Daily we wait like napkins to get 
opened, held to the face like a mask, 
stained and used then tossed aside 
like paper towels, paper disposables, 
paper identities (similies/metaphors)— 
like the paper whose headlines fade  
around our names/our fame.  Our bits 
done, our pieces recited, oh it's bits 
alright, it's pieces it crumbles into, 
and yet how avowingly we cry, foils 
corrupted by one front-row cough. 
Exit as trash, as avid kleenex exiled 
in a breath to the canteen of lost 
turns, the greenroom of oblivion. 
Now if there were respite in such  
neglect, a grace period with no need  
to perform, but both in the wings and  
on one's caught, regardless of what's  
true.  Far, near, (hall or gallery) that  
mendicant theater is pursuant always,  
lugging and luring its wares: 
wherever we are, wherever here is  
is also an entrance, a set of false steps,  
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(bright-lit pratfall-pit) a trap for fools,  
a stooges' cage, every scrim and apron 
prinked with sham, props, champagne 
buckets doffing their caps in fealty— 
Even the proscenium's subservient 
arch bows and begs a platform for 
actors trumpeting loft-aired routines,  
voluminous effusions or, what's worse, 
kingly-haired creatures washing  
the feet of their inferiors, sudsy 
obsequious declamatory eruptions 
filled with the rehearsed lava of 
bold slaves, the bald brimmings 
of an improperly-public humility  
(unlike the servant who never spills  
his waiting master's entree except 
in the pantry when there is no-one  
to witness his extravagant remorse)— 
All these openly-imploring apertures, 
these theme-cut bubblings-up, paeans, 
(akin to lame critics' acclamations) 
would crack like a laughtrack at 
that imposture, that pastiche, applause: 
who'd pity these pathetic devotees,  
advocates haunted by nothingness, 
by that same humanhood to whom 
white placecards validate each plate. 
Who sat us here?  (Athwart this portrait 
the descending order of our dinner  
ranks auditions more disdain, 
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every hors d'oeuvre daubed with scorn)— 
In our state, our omnipresence, 
to which can we aspire?  Sometimes  
we think: if only there were Someone  
somewhere, somehow, though of course 
that's impossible: Someone outside  
this frame—an absent self, a spectator  
vivid at duress, who can feel  
the real joy and pain we mime— 
who sees the sun setting out there now,  
the approach of a nighttime unlike 
our curtain: Someone who lacks  
the judas window wherein we acolytes 
recognize ourselves, the betrayal 
portal we have all portrayed so 
plausibly it has at last retained us, 
replaced us with stainedglass.  
(Through which, on rare occasions, 
that said Someone fills us with light, 
illuminates us.)—Overcome, undone, 
we feel ourselves vanish, we dwindle 
to a painted panel.  We fade, we die. 
His stasis renders us too slenderly.  
Or is this endless attendance 
the promised purgation, the shedding  
of every emotion, every weight?               
Is it gain, this loss, this usurped, 
staged starving, this repast-of-reruns  
upon a menu whose full-promised  
delicacies remain a manna dream, 
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backdrop glamour (milk-and-honey) 
a feastless Eden, a heaven hunger's 
expelled whole from.  Why aren't we 
at home here, in this plenty, this 
supernal supper—why this finicky 
desire to avoid the silverware, the knife  
paler (because it reflects us) than 
the poor fork that renews whose flesh 
and encores veins across each dish  
until its unction-urged tines impale 
spearlike and nail the cacodaemon 
that shall huzzah hail our Hostmaster . . . 
See: the chair He occupied is empty— 
expecting the miracle or bloodcrime  
through which all of us must assume 
His part, the mummers-meal, the sealed 
communion.  Bard bread, scene wine, 
unyield your transubstantiations: 
beyond that superceded throne 
lies the utter ubiquity of the known. 
And so, viva, bravo, boffo, olé, 
so each paraclete's performance moves us. 
Cheers! echoes the pledge, promiscuous 
each voice ID's the oath.  The mic 
on the dais quivers, shook by our cry, 
sole intercessor of this ceremony. 
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THE FOUR VIEWS 
 
Each dawn you wake to find that once again 
during the night the four windows of your  
room have been newly carved into the shape  
of the loveliest object each one overlooks:  
the east glass is now a worm’s silhouette,  
while the west gleams bicycle-like, the north’s 
a sycamore leaf, the south a snowblind face . . . 
 
Who remolds these panes while you sleep 
and who carpenters the sills and lintels and 
why are the four vitriforms always changed,  
different each day: is beauty so inconstant— 
so subjective—assuming someone chooses. 
 
Are you a phantom here in your own home, 
or a squatter in the house of René Magritte?  
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MY PLEA FOR SANCTUM IN THE SCULPTURE 
   GARDEN OF MEDUSA 
  
A statue's first pedestal is the stone 
It was cut from out in.  Those are just words, though. 
Like: Spring!  Then death puts on the wrong clothes . . . 
Then air ruts flushed as bathtub sex, as . . . proseate? 
 
Because, that prince of an ostrich Narcissus 
His embedded-headed gaze upon his 
Twin the corpse Hamlet proposed, posing for those 
Snapshoticisms is so, so 'real-ergo-vile', less 
 
Tangent than tangible, hell. —Till I stand 
In Her garden's one among many I can only 
Torment vesanic vanities/age-of-oh orbs where 
 
Deep in the honor of my ether I soar, where 
—Passing at high mimicries through the night 
I go, all lop-worlded and alone, to kill abandon. 
 
 
 
Note: 
Line 8: "Exclus-en si tu commences  / Le réel parce 
que vil" —Mallarmé. 
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PORNOKRATES 
                                 (homage Felicien Rops) 
  
We paged through the phrase as though it were ours.                      
—The lovers in the act—those de Sade-laden hours,                       
Where, dumped out daily as ashtrays this dream                    
Some room's motel, will it burn a hole here too—                       
 
And coop us full of that till our limbs' arms                           
Chainsmoked by adrenalin, slither dour-white                             
Unepitaphed beds but.  What gargoyle jail                              
Their contortion poses (the lovers in the act                            
 
Of mailing themselves to famous crimes) if                               
(If perched on each other's tongues we fly)                             
Only by his mind these bodies thrash—                                     
 
To share this fire is, surely, a tithe entire.                            
So each of us alone unless upon our lips                                
The world forgets our name and stammers out its.            
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Title: of a work by Rops. 
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FOR C.                              
 
Whose hair mouth hands I long to be under 
Like a painting a painter paints and repaints 
Till and at last the canvas cracks apart then crash      
Incredible shreddage, pale for all                         
 
Its color, its whole only in tatter: I want               
To be gone on at like that by her.  But                    
Won't the brush the play of such force across                
Me obliterate those whatever forms I might                   
 
With the rough sketch of the heart have                          
Borne to connoisseurs critics crowds                           
Eager to offer prize: even if I were torn                        
 
Wantonly tossed in the dirt the street   
Stepped on and lost, as lost as she is to me, I                   
Would rather under her feet be than their eyes. 
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[UNTITLED] 
 
As a detail in a painting 
frames that painting in 
the often memory, 
so, for me, your face is 
surrounded by your eyes.  Aura! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AT THE MUSEUM THIS WEEK 
 
Poland Through The Centuries a touring 
Exhibition of maps drawn 
By German and Russian cartographers reveals 
There never was a Poland.  
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FRAMEPOEM 
 
First, make a 100 minute movie.  Then take the 1 
million 440 thousand frames, or stills: take each 
frame, blow it up, print it, put a frame around it, 
then take all 1 million 440 thousand pictures, hang 
them in a gallery, consecutively in a line so that  
the first frame of the movie is the first picture 
inside the door and the last, last: you get the 
idea.  Then have the people who come in RUN past 
the 1 million 440 thousand pictures, so that in 
this way they become both spectator and projector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[UNTITLED] 
 
Photographs— 
lightningbolts which, 
their shadows having caught up with them, 
perish. 
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PAINTING VS. POETRY 
 
Painting is a person placed 
between the light and a 
canvas so that their shadow 
is cast on the canvas and 
then the person signs their 
name on it whereas poetry 
is the shadow writing its 
name upon the person. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IN VAIN 
 
I like to look at myself in the dull gold 
of the frames that contain erotic paintings 
and, as I gaze, ask, as if I cared, 
"Will moonlit lashes continue 
to surround sunlit eyes?" 
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MEANING 
 
Imagine a world disguised as art, 
or one in which art masquerades 
as you, so your face is just a portrait, 
your legs a landscape.  Your hair 
abstract expressionism.  And when 
you go to the window each morning 
you glimpse in its transfiguring pane 
a streak of the vein source of things: 
that your eyelashes remain nothing 
but brushstrokes, that your feet 
beneath it all are woodcuts.  And when 
you open the door to inquire how 
a rose can limp between the breasts 
of the dawn, you feel like a collage 
snipped from the pages of a novel 
whose words have always remained 
immune to meaning, whose plot is 
not subject to that mute truthserum. 
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WAXEN 
 
An easel steadied by candles 
might depict enough light 
to see yourself caught some ways 
by the wavy S of the brush. 
 
Across this sibilant surface  
what else is portrait or less: 
if face to a person's untoward, 
how much more our fixture 
 
here.  Shadow shows the eye  
its monkey unanimity, lost 
in an empire of diligence. 
 
Lifeyield congealed, still-unity— 
this past partake makes paradise 
eclipse.  The easel's sill drips. 
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BROAD BRUSH 
 
Each grape has a white pin  
run through it, 
one to a plate. 
 
Soon the whole room's 
framed in clocks, 
hung from the walls. 
 
As the window sees it, 
beyond has seven vistas. 
 
The faucet drips 
until a tyrant falls. 
 
What else is shown here? 
 
Everything the poem 
erases in half 
with its first word. 
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UNSCULPT 
 
Gloves flung at statues may fall 
into the same grope that shaped them, 
rare gesture meant to make not maim, 
reverting art as it were to ritual— 
 
I hurl my chisel at time itself 
but nothing yields its clay to curse, 
emptythrust dies the weapon kerched 
round this stiff wrist's withering staff—  
 
Like those splots of paint Bacon threw 
at a finished canvas to undo it, 
ruining and opening a conduit 
for revision the stone may grow 
 
malleable; not so this fleshen glove, 
which disarms each form of perfect love. 
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ENVY-EROT-ETCET 
 
Sexshorn in a fanfare museum, where 
my kisses' strings crisscross Picasso's mattress— 
I gropejob its lumps, those dents creases 
scored by his endless corps of mistresses, 
 
how cogently they queued up to lie there; 
just one of the icons the fetishes 
I mount in myself to make myself more jealous: 
look, Anais Nin's douche wig, it's here 
 
too, in this exhibit.  As if spitballs 
when they hit split/became origami— 
But the transformation can't be that 
 
instant childlike, can it?  I wring it 
all over my lips my love my lust for 
those poets whose pics appear in APR. 
 
 
Note:  
Line 14: the acronym stands for American Poetry 
Review, which during its brief existence was best-
known for all the pin-up photos of poets that 
appeared in its pages and on its covers. 
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LIFE THEY SAY IS THE ANTERIOR ART    
 
Love dehydrates us with its thirsty scars: 
The forebode brigade braids a leash for every: 
In rut much oblivion finds one future: 
I'm summarizing, of course; but is that why 
 
We make art—becauses it compensates for 
Axioms: will experts scour the past for more,  
Its shared breath a vase unearthed by the shard 
Yield beneath some kiss-synopsis?  Although sharp,  
 
What mountain's peak can core our ground; can anything 
Break that surrogate, that curtained culture where  
Museums seek a center and spin, crumbling—  
 
How quick each chirp-equipped quote lets us go!  There 
Statues at their moment of greatest stress might 
Cause my eyelids to carve all else to sight. 
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UNTURNAROUNDED (MEDUSA SAYS #4) 
  
The way a ballerina boards a gunboat 
At twilight in the tropics catches 
Its carat out of what a critic watches 
A scarecrow paint landscapes through: cuts  
   pans zooms— 
 
As long as we are forced to live in rooms 
Having more than one wall our wounds' candies 
Will never taste at last born.  Tangents apart, 
I mean, sightlines aside.  Door some more? 
   Therefore 
 
The thermometers we stir our iced drinks with 
Fizz with fever, with 'originality'; 
To focus, one must first empty the lens— 
 
Where—river rumored or swan it's-said or 
Moon bruited—my sculptor-scarecrow now bends:  
Each snake has hold a chisel: that's handy. 
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SELF-ANCESTRAL PORTRAIT 
 
Erasure's son, mislimbed by this drib, that drab. 
So I long to be an assistant to a statue. 
Helping it hold its pose.  By example? 
 
Solar dregs, this planet takes cash.  All 
Humor is banned in hyena heaven.  A flower 
Guards my hair against your portrait of it. 
 
Insert an eye inbetween each eyelash— 
Torn, old—the throat a showcase for whose teeth. 
Ignore wallpaper inconsistencies, or 
 
Cipher their militance.  Surf-crash, wave, 
Overhear a winecork hissing at a forceps. 
Insatiable paws across the chessboard: night. 
 
Even the high-tithed moon must condemn one 
Whose instinct like mine is to succinct light. 
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FACADE 
 
Mirrors worn out by apple 
renderings, depictions the carcass 
of peepingtom sneers at. 
 
Vatic surface disdained by Cezanne, 
doubts that blemish forever rarity, 
wise beauty is painted parallel 
always. 
 
Always beauty is tempted to falsify 
every shadow, as if nothing nearer 
could be real.  Doubling its fade 
it seems to set an alternate yet not. 
 
Facepaint spoils 
the forbidden zone quality 
that lives and dies there (indirectly).  
 
But truth lies immobile on the sundial. 
 
(Its other else moves to the blazon 
of summer rhymes that remain names 
unknown till birth when the tongue 
must pronounce itself the tongue, 
forsaking every purer synonym.)  
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PICTURE 
 
Meadow of matchsticks, 
soon to be rekindled 
by Spring the incendiary. 
 
The exact flame of your blossoms 
will ignite the passions 
happily sapped by time— 
 
Dripdrop their excess went 
and now miners' hats 
light up like love before 
 
your vein, the frame of which 
is there to depict the drift, 
the waste when I painted 
 
all the review copies 
they sent me.  But those books 
open to polar pages where you 
 
and I weigh the ends of this 
teeter totem down, you 
at the head and nadir me; 
 
there where postmortem is 
the aura of self-portrait, 
its other half regained at last.
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AGING INTO THE AVANTGARDE 
 
When the mirror paints itself, 
how true to life 
the results seem— 
But when it paints others, well, 
take me, I who have posed so long 
my patience has earned 
the most flattering 
exactitude: so why 
(as the years go by) 
is there this blurring  
appearing where my face is; 
is expressionism occurring? 
 
When it comes to its own  
likeness, it’s photorealism no less— 
the mirror paints itself  
perfectly, whereas 
the one it does of me  
(I can see now as I lean closer) 
in the end turns out to be  
nothing but a sort of art brut: 
the brushstrokes grow 
more fauve, more cobra  
each time I look.
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PORTRAIT 
 
When the mirror paints itself, 
how quietly it sits. 
Its posing is perfect. 
 
But when it paints us, 
no matter how hard we try, 
eventually 
we fail to be still. 
 
What if we propped a corpse up 
for model: even it 
would fidgit  
after a while; 
the flesh would droop then drop, 
spoiling the sitting 
by spoiling. 
 
No: only the mirror itself 
can pose properly 
for its incisive portraits, 
which mock our mortal  
impatience— 
 
 
(stanza break) 
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Displayed everywhere, 
they are the walls we live in, 
they make a museum of us. 
Our provenance (if any) 
comes from them. 
 
And no expert needs 
to authenticate 
these masterworks. 
 
We are the forgeries. 
We are the fakes. 
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